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Editorial

Journal of Chemistry, a Research & Reviews publication, is a multidisciplinary peer reviewed journal that publishes open
access articles in all areas of chemistry. The journal publishes research articles, short communications, reviews,
commentaries, and opinions of high standards. Founded in 2012 Research & Reviews: Journal of Chemistry (e-ISSN:
2319-9849) is growing continuously. It is our pleasure to announce that during year 2019, all issues of volume 8 were
published online on time and the print issues were also brought out and dispatched within 30 days of publishing the issue
online.
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Journal of Chemistry, a Research & Reviews publication, journal mainly focuses on the thrust areas of all the sub
disciplines in chemistry, such as Organic, Physical, Inorganic, Biological, Analytical, Pharmaceutical, Environmental,
Industrial, Agricultural & Soil, Nanotechnology, Petroleum, Polymers and Green Chemistry. The journal encourages research
related to applied sciences like Forensic chemistry, Computational chemistry, Phytochemistry, Synthetic Drug chemistry,
Chemical Engineering and Chemical Physics.
All published articles of this journal are included in the indexing and abstracting coverage of
• Open J Gate
• Academic Keys
• ResearchBible
• CiteFactor
• Cosmos IF
• Electronic Journals Library
• RefSeek
• Hamdard University
• IndianScience.in
• Scholarsteer
• International Innovative Journal Impact Factor (IIJIF)
• International Institute of Organised Research (I2OR)
• Cosmos
• Geneva Foundation for Medical Education and Research
• Secret Search Engine Labs
During the calendar year 2019, JCHEM received a total of 52 papers, out of which 12 articles were rejected in the
preliminary screening due to plagiarism or being out of the format and peer review process. During 2019 around 24 articles
were subjected for publication after they are accepted in the peer review process. In the 4 issues of Volume 8 published
during the year 2019, a total of 24 articles were published (at an average of 6 articles per issue) of which, articles were
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published from authors all around the world. A total of 110 research scientists from all over the world reviewed the 24
articles published in volume 8. Average publication lag time of an article was further reduced to 2-3 weeks. About 21
Articles are cited in the Journal Research & Reviews: Journal of Chemistry.
I take this opportunity to acknowledge the contribution of Editor-in-Chief: Darrell R. Fry,USA, A. Heidari, Editor-in-Chief ,
USA and Associate Editors: Ahmed Barhoum,Belgium and Abdullah M. Asiri, Saudi Arabia during the final editing of articles
published and the support rendered by the editorial assistants: in bringing out issues of JCHEM in time. I would also like to
express my gratitude to all the authors, reviewers, the publisher, the advisory and the editorial board of JCHEM, the office
bearers for their support in bringing out yet another volume of JCHEM and look forward to their unrelenting support to bring
out the Volume 9 of JCHEM in scheduled time.
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